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Abstract
While much discussion centres on economic properties and political challenges of
implementing the China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), few studies investigate the
subtle connections between the narratives of the BRI and the political transformations
in the regions en route of the project. Through a critique of the Copenhagen School’s
theory of securitisation, this paper brings together the analysis of Chinese, Central-
Eastern European (CEE) and the core EU governments’ ideas and perceptions of the
BRI and assesses what they mean for the future of the European Union’s political and
normative cohesion. This paper argues that the China-deployed desecuritised narratives
of the BRI constitute an important soft power strategy of China in its engagement in
Europe. The article illustrates how these desecuritised narratives are utilised and co-
produced actively by countries of CEE with a political aim of negotiating their
domestic interests with the EU’s institutions, making the process of desecuritisation
neither apolitical nor benign. As China-promoted desecuritisation is used instrumen-
tally by the regional actors to present China as an economic, political and normative
alternative to the EU, the article contributes to the understanding of China’s
desecuritisation as a soft power strategy, which is both forged through ‘negative’
language (Callahan, Politics 35(3–4):216–229, 2015) and is ‘contingent’ upon recipient
audiences (Kavalski, Coop Confl 48(2):247–267, 2013). As a result, new regional
dynamics emerge in the EU, which are driven by the populist turn and growing demand
for Chinese investments in the European periphery, which China skilfully utilises
through narratives of desecuritisation in order to boost its soft power strategy in the
region.
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In August 2017, the former German foreign affairs minister, Sigmar Gabriel, commented
on the Chinese involvement in Central-Eastern Europe (CEE) as violating the principle of
‘one Europe’: ‘If we do not succeed (…) in developing a single strategy towards China,
then China will succeed in dividing Europe’ (Gabriel quoted in Poggetti 2017). This
remark comes at the time of a growing division on the European continent as to how the
European Union (EU) should respond to the flow of China’s investments through the Belt
and Road Initiative (BRI), particularly in the light of the China’s ‘Made in China 2025’
plan (EUCC 2017). The split seems to run between the so-called core European states,
especially France and Germany, who, alongside the EU institutions, are increasingly
critical of China’s engagement in Europe, and much of the so-called European periphery,
the countries of South, South-Eastern (SEE) and Central-Eastern Europe, who see the
engagement as ‘reviving’ their economies. Among this European ‘periphery’, the 16+1
regional platform awakens the greatest controversy in Western European capitals (Kynge
and Peel 2017). The 16+1 platform was created by China in 2012 mainly as a mechanism
to facilitate the BRI implementation in the 16 CEE and SEE post-communist countries, 11
of which are EU member states and 5 of which are in some stage of the EU accession
process.1 The initiative has been perceived in security terms since its inception: China has
been accused of a divisive ‘checkbook’ diplomacy (Le Corre 2016), and portrayed as
undertaking ‘authoritarian advance’ by spreading its illiberal model in the region (Benner
et al. 2018). The European Parliament Strategic Centre directly frames initiatives such as
16+1 as having ‘potential to split the EU’, because of China’s ‘parallel negotiations with
regions, cities, private companies, EU institutions, member states and geographical
groupings’ (EPSC 2016: p. 8). The German press in particular has been critical of the
project’s geopolitical threat and its potential to erode European political unity due to the
competition for Chinese investments (Gaspers 2016). However, while Western European
countries and EU institutions see this engagement in security terms, the CEE states view it
as a benign force bringing with it economic investments without political strings attached.
This contrasting response to China’s presence in CEE—one of the securitisation in the
European core and the simultaneous desecuritisation in its periphery—is the point of
departure for this article.
In this article, I argue that desecuritisation is a key strategy in China’s soft power
politics in the European region. I refer to the process of ‘desecuritisation’ rather than
‘depoliticisation’ of China because the narratives that convey it are clearly aimed at
changing the pre-existing ‘China threat’ perceptions and render China a non-security
issue.2 By tracing how desecuritisation narratives are deployed, adopted and co-
1 These are Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia,
Lithuania, Macedonia, Montenegro, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Slovenia and Slovakia. While 16+1 region
comprises of both CEE and SEE states, it is jointly referred to as CEE in Chinese publications, and in this
article, I will adopt this convention for brevity purposes. In this article, I focus on the discussion of the
Visegrad group countries (V4) mostly in section three, but some of the findings, particularly those stemming
from the Chinese publications in section two, can be extended more widely to the entire 16+1 region
2 ‘China threat’ theory refers to a belief that China is a threatening state because of the perception of it as a
major contestant of the current US-dominated world order, and a normative challenger to the West-promoted
norms of democracy and human rights. It has been particularly presented as such since the Tiananmen
massacre, as China was perceived as the one of the few remaining Communist states. The ‘China threat’
debate has been central to the realist debate on China rise and US-China competition and often relied on
theories such as ‘power transition’ or ‘successive state image’ theory (see Jeffery 2009). China-promoted
desecuritisation narratives discussed in this article are working precisely against such perceptions.
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3 The CEE states are often presented to be manipulated and controlled by more powerful states and political
agents, lacking own will or agency. As the discussion in this article reveals, the Chinese authors perceived the
CEE to be controlled by the EU and US (ex. Liu 2014; Long 2014), whereas the Western pundits largely
perceive the CEE as blindly falling into the China-set honey traps of investments, apparently blind to the
political string attached (ex. Hala 2018).
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produced in the CEE, this article reveals that the success of China’s soft power strategy,
and the attending ideational or normative influence that soft power brings in the region,
is conditioned by the CEE states own agency in approaching China’s desecuritisation.
While desecuritisation enables the adoption of some ‘China promoted norms’, ulti-
mately, the regional governments adopt them flexibly and pragmatically, and in order to
secure political power at home or to improve their negotiating position with the EU
institutions. The article therefore explains that while in the context of EU-China
relations desecuritisation is indeed China’s key soft power strategy, it is largely shaped
by a specific dynamic between Europe’s core and peripheral states, whereby the CEE
states have more agency that it is usually portrayed.3
In order to understand the effectiveness and mechanism of desecuritisation, it needs
to be properly contextualised within the particular regional dynamic. The case study of
the CEE region is instructive in this respect as it shows that while China-projected ideas
of the self are important, the receptiveness of the actors with whom China engages is
crucial in the process of successfully deploying soft power through desecuritisation.
Indeed, the desecuritisation process, just like its reverse, is produced intersubjectively,
that is, it can only happen if the ‘audience accepts it as such’ (Buzan et al. 1998: p. 25).
In the case of CEE, its contrasting response towards China, compared with that of the
‘core’ EU countries, needs to be contextualised within the historical East/West divide.
The China-deployed desecuritisation engages with these dynamics and co-produces
them. It is important to differentiate here between different parts of the 16+1 region.
The political elites from the EU member states in the region, and particularly the
Visegrad group countries (V4: Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia), tend to
view the China-promoted desecuritised narratives and institutions of the BRI as useful
tools in countering what they perceive to be Brussels’ incursion into their sovereignty.
Here, the adoption of China’s desecuritisation narratives should therefore be understood
within the wider rise of populism and nationalism, accompanied by the rhetoric of
emancipation from the EU’s political conditionality (or the so-called Brussels consen-
sus). On the other hand, Balkan non-EU states tend to use the China’s influence to
negotiate faster integration into the EU and to demand greater EU assistance to the
region (ex. Djukanovic quoted in Zuvela 2019). Therefore, desecuritisation is ‘contin-
gent’ (Kavalski 2013), that is, it relies on co-production rather than on simple export of
ideas.
Because of their obscure and interpretative nature, the desecuritisation narratives
cannot be easily measured and need to be traced in speech acts and through interpre-
tation of actions of particular political agents. This article traces narratives, behaviours
and institutions, as they are formulated, expressed and enacted in government docu-
ments, official pronouncements and communiques in both the CEE states and in China.
In order to trace the power relations and intentions underlying these texts, I used
qualitative methods of contextualised text analysis best associated with the critical
discourse analysis approach, whereby the texts are analysed in-depth and with attention
paid to the particular vocabulary used and the way in which this vocabulary masks or
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conveys the power relations and political agendas in the contexts studied. I surveyed
the main government speeches of high Chinese officials which related to the BRI
deployment, particularly the main documents regarding the BRI produced by the
Chinese government as well as speeches given by Xi Jinping and Li Keqiang in
international fora. I also sought to identify the main speeches given by CEE politicians,
but here, the selection was limited to only those speeches which were translated to
English or available on internet. I identified several speeches in original regional
languages (Polish, Czech and Serbian) but relied mostly on available translations when
it comes to remaining countries in the region. A future in-depth study comparing
speeches and official documents released by the regional governments could further
complement this article’s findings. Moreover, due to the space constraints, this article
does not include the study of the media, the people-to-people, businesses and academic
engagement with China in the CEE. The non-state actors’ views are diverse and differ
with regard to the treatment of China as ‘security threat’, with some perceiving China
as a security threat while others not (Pavlićević 2018). While these views are important,
studying the governmental approach is of utmost urgency because it translates directly
into policy-making. However, while this article does not survey these wider epistemic
communities, it does include the analysis of think tank and academic narratives in
China. In the case of China, this level of analysis is more closely tied to the govern-
ment, and the scholarly interpretations of the major official slogans and directives can
help to analyse the governmental intentions and policies. This is so, because the slogans
employed in the official speeches are often vague and require further interpretation, and
it is the Chinese academics’ role to ‘look for patterns in order to add meaning to vague
official declarations’ (Callahan 2016: p. 228), contributing to China’s policy-making.
The first section of the article contextualises it within the relevant theoretical
literature on desecuritisation and soft power in China. The second section provides
the discursive analysis of the Chinese sources, and reveals how the desecuritisation
narratives are deployed and why they should be regarded as central instrument in
China’s BRI soft power strategy. At the same time, this section highlights the inherent
contradictions within these narratives. In the third section, the article discusses the
reception of the desecuritised portrayal of the BRI in CEE in order to show how the
language of BRI is used by the countries in the region, elaborating on the co-produced
nature of the Chinese soft power. In the concluding part, the article investigates the
consequences of the adoption of the desecuritised narratives in CEE for the European
normative cohesion, revealing the role of desecuritisation as a political instrument
deepening EU fragmentation alongside the old and new regional fractures.
Desecuritisation as a soft power strategy
The link between desecuritisation and soft power merits wider theoretical investigation.
Currently, in critical security studies (CSS), there is little attention paid to how
desecuritisation serves political agenda of states, and even less so, how it can serve
as a tool of soft power politics. While the Copenhagen School’s (CS) theory of
securitisation concerns itself primarily with the political consequences of
‘securitisation’, which it treats as a ‘negative’ process (Buzan et al. 1998: p. 29), the
‘desecuritisation’ process is less carefully researched and automatically assumed to be
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‘positive’ (Cui and Li 2011). Securitisation produces a perception of an issue as an
‘existential threat, requiring emergency measures’, being a ‘more extreme version of
politicisation’, because it frames ‘the issue either as special kind of politics or as above
politics’ (Buzan et al. 1998: pp. 23–24). In contrast, desecuritisation is desired, because
it returns the objects to ‘the ordinary public sphere’ process (Buzan et al. 1998: pp. 4,
29). However, this approach has been critiqued in CSS on the ground that it forgoes the
political and normative implications of desecuritisation (Hansen 2012: pp. 527–528;
Aradau 2004; Floyd 2015). Floyd noted that securitisation and desecuritisation can be
both just and unjust, and neither should be seen as morally more favourable (Floyd
2015: p. 122). This article is concerned precisely with such political and normative
consequences of desecuritisation. By tracing the way in which desecuritisation is
deployed by China and then adopted in CEE, this article shows how desecuritisation
is a political act of deploying soft power precisely because it makes political intentions
and processes appear as ‘natural’ and ‘neutral’, normalising China’s actions with the
aim of convincing international audience of China’s benevolence.
In order to explore how desecuritisation becomes a soft power strategy it is
important to consider the issues of agency and intentionality behind both
desecuritisation and soft power deployment. An important aspect of this process is
the extent to which the securitising agent as well as the target audience of the action
play part in the success of desecuritisation. Much of the literature sees China as
undertaking various forms of desecuritisation as a response to securitisation moves,
particularly by the US and its Asian neighbours (Biba 2014; Vuori 2018: pp. 127–128;
Danner 2014); but the importance of pre-emptive desecuritisation has also been
mentioned (Weaver 1995: p. 60; Bourbeau and Vuori 2015). Apart from
desecuritisation, the reverse securitisation, that is a securitisation of the securitising
actor back (Vuori 2018: p. 120), as well as counter-securitisation, that is resistance to
securitisation (Topgyal 2016; Vuori 2011), can be answers to the securitisation moves.
Most importantly, some argue that successful desecuritisation is only possible by non-
talking (lack of speech acts), rather than presenting oneself as non-threatening in
response to securitisation (Behnke 2006: p. 65). Indeed, it has been noted that China
uses the strategy of non-securitisation, as a pre-emptive form of desecuritisation in
relations with its neighbours in the Mekong River Delta (Biba 2014: p. 35). This paper
presents a case study of desecuritisation as an active response to securitisation, rather
than a pre-emptive move, and it builds on this literature by paying special attention to
the role of the audience.
None of the above-mentioned literature directly discusses the role of securitisation or
desecuritisation as the primary tool of soft power or the role of the audience in the
shaping of desecuritisation. The concept of ‘soft power’ was originally employed to
discuss how the state can exert power through language, culture and economy by
attracting (rather than coercing via military means) others to the state’s own ideas and
visions (Nye 1990: p. 166).4 The way in which soft power is deployed by China via
4 The concept of soft power has been contested and increasingly replaced by new ways of describing China’s
normative influence, such as normative power (Kavalski 2013; Pu 2012; Kerr 2015), sharp power (Walker and
Ludwig 2017) and symbolic power (Vangeli 2018). The deeper engagement with these new approaches lies
beyond the parameters of this paper. In this article, I primarily engage with the concept of soft power in the
discussion of how China shapes others’ preferences, because it is less-value laden than the notion of sharp
power, and less determined to be about norms-transfer than the notion of normative or symbolic power.
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language of desecuritisation is mentioned in some more recent works on soft power,
taking identity and audience of the soft power discourses into account. Callahan, for
instance, argues that soft power relies greatly on boundary-making between Self and
Other (Callahan 2015: p. 219), meaning that China emphasises its ‘difference’ as the
very strategy of soft power, targeting the recipient audiences’ identity and interests. For
instance, China emphasises the civility of its peaceful rise as opposed to the past bloody
colonial conquests of the Western states when dealing with African or South-East Asian
countries. This emphasising of China’s difference is a way to exert ‘soft power’, a
strategy which Callahan calls ‘negative soft power’ (Callahan 2015). Such ‘negative
soft power’ is employed in China’s promotion of the BRI, which combines the claims
of China’s benevolence (compared with the West) and its non-interference in domestic
affairs (compared with the Washington consensus conditionality) (Breslin 2011;
Vangeli 2018). ‘Negative soft power’ is therefore built through the language of
desecuritisation. Yet, this power would only be effective if the recipients buy into the
desecuritised narratives. When discussing the effectiveness of China’ soft power, the
importance of the recipients’ context, which Kavalski dubs ‘contingency’ (Kavalski
2013), has to be further investigated. There are limited studies on how China’s
desecuritisation is shaped by the receipting audiences. Biba (2014), for instance,
portrays desecuritisation as a very much China-controlled process, whereby China’s
self-portrayal as a co-operative and good-willed actor is often met with resigned
acceptance (Biba 2014: p. 36). The rest of this article explores whether the agency of
the recipient audience of desecuritisation matters in its success, and whether it can
indeed co-produce or resist desecuritisation.
China’s desecuritisation narratives and their contradictions
The way in which the soft power strategy of desecuritisation is exerted in practice can
be traced in China’s narrative on the BRI. In these narratives, desecuritisation is
achieved through what is not uttered, rather than what is actually said. In Xi Jinping’s
various addresses promoting the BRI, he emphasises economy, culture and non-
interference as key aspects of the BRI, redirecting attention from norms, politics, and
international dependencies (respectively) which are often seen as true consequences of
China’s ‘go global’ policy, and the basis of the growing European perceptions of
‘China threat’ (see ex. Godement et al. 2011; Benner et al. 2018). In the 2015 Boao
speech, for instance, Xi emphasised the importance of mutual respect for South East
Asian countries’ ‘social system and development paths of their own choice’ (Xi 2015),
emphasising national sovereignty, not the potential consequences of China’s influence
in the region. Similarly, in the crucial BRI document ‘Vision and Actions on Jointly
Building Silk Road Economic Belt and 21-st Century Maritime Silk Road’ (NDRC
2015) any reference to the BRI as a geopolitical project is omitted, and, as with other
documents, the BRI is portrayed in a depoliticised language of economic development
and cultural exchanges. A similar way of talking about the BRI was re-emphasised at
the 2017 Beijing BRI Forum speech, where Xi highlighted the economic investments
and cultural exchanges as the core of the BRI projects: these are to bring ‘peace and
cooperation’, ‘openness and inclusiveness’, ‘mutual learning’ and ‘mutual benefit’ and
foster ‘a new type of international relations featuring win-win cooperation’ (Xi 2017).
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Implicitly by ‘new’ Xi means here ‘less aggressive’ than the former Western forms of
globalisation. Here, desecuritisation is achieved by presenting China’s engagement as
focused on economic projects or cultural exchanges, and adhering to the principle of
non-interference, clearly contrasting it with the political or normative influence
characterising ‘Western’ globalisation project.
In the context of Chinese investments in Europe, China has effectively created a
narrative of China as ‘rescuer’ and its investments as ‘reviving’ Europe: a narrative that
since the Greek debt crisis and the south European austerity programmes are gaining
traction in the EU’s periphery (Zhang and Trigkas 2015; Shi 2014). In this context, the
BRI has similarly been portrayed in a desecuritised, Europe-friendly way: as helping to
revive Europe economically and preserve its unity because the economic investments
can ease internal tensions between the EU’s core and periphery (MOFA 2015). Chinese
leaders have long and vocally supported EU’s unity, stability and prosperity, a com-
mitment recently re-emphasised by the Chinese Foreign Affairs Minister Wang Yi
(Xinhua 2017). The view that Europe’s collapse or the rise of populism and nationalism
are detrimental to China’s interests is also shared by Chinese academics and pundits
(ex. Liu and Chen 2017).
The Chinese official government-level approach towards the particular grouping of
16 CEE countries builds on these desecuritised narratives of the BRI. In his 2017 16+1
summit speech, the Chinese premier Li Keqiang emphasised the place of 16+1 platform
not as a competition undermining the EU institutions, but rather as a ‘stability response’
to the ‘uncertainty of international situation’ and ‘an important component and bene-
ficial complement to the China-Europe relations’ (Li 2017). This language is clearly
aimed at addressing the growing securitisation of 16+1 among the core European states.
Similarly, president Xi Jinping has now made it a tradition to produce op-eds directed at
a wider public prior to his official visits to the CEE countries. In these op-eds, Xi
emphasises the close cultural exchanges and admiration for national developments and
heroic achievements of the CEE countries, buttressing nationalistic feelings (ex. Xi
2016). These op-eds and speeches, emphasising cultural and historic achievements and
economic pragmatism as the foundation of mutual relations, are clearly aimed at
creating a friendly and benign portrayal of China and its intentions, and desecuritising
it in the eyes of the wider public and politicians alike by strengthening national
sentiments and addressing the post-colonial insecurities of newly independent states.
Yet, while most academic and think tank publications from China tend to maintain a
similar, desecuritised view of the BRI implementation in Europe, they expand on the
meaning of many official statements and policies revealing inconsistencies in China’s
desecuritised vision of the BRI. Similarly to the official approach, they emphasise how
China’s engagement in CEE is improving EU-China relations and helping EU’s unity
(Jia 2013; Liu 2014; Long 2014). The engagement with the CEE regional institution-
building through the 16+1 platform is presented not as a competition to the EU, but as a
necessity, given the region’s diversity and internal divisions (Xu 2013; Long 2016).
However, at the same time, Chinese authors treat the CEE region as somehow separate
from the EU: as a post-colonial space suspended between Russia and the EU, manip-
ulated by Western media, and only recently ‘Westernised’ (Liu 2014; Long 2014). In
this context, the core EU countries’ reactions to China’s engagement in CEE are seen as
‘envious and alarmist’ (caiji jingti) and dictated by their desire to control the region
(Long 2014). A different choice of political and economic path of development to
China after 1989 is also interpreted as a consequence of the Western hegemony, rather
than a sovereign, domestic choice.5 This adoption of such Brussels’ dictum led CEE
countries to erroneously treat ‘human rights as more important than sovereignty’
(renquan gaoyu zhuquan) in their domestic politics and approach towards China
(Long 2014). Finally, while the academic and think tank publications stick to the
official line and treat China-CEE relations as economically-motivated and pragmatic
(Xu 2013), they recognise them primarily as ‘testing grounds’ (shiyantian) for Chinese
products and strategies before entering Western European markets (Liu 2014; Long
2016). This makes the CEE a crucial battlefield for improving China’s image and
building its soft power, as the successful implementation of the BRI projects can
change the EU’s ‘over-sensitive and biased’ (mingan he pianmian) perception of China
(Xu 2013). This approach reveals the recognition of the importance of CEE in the
deployment of China’s soft power by exploitation of the EU’s core-periphery differ-
ences, rather than by contributing to its unity.
The recognition of the region as a key target area for the deployment of China’s soft
power is particularly visible when the views on China’s engagement in the region are
compared over the period prior to and after 2015. After 2015, in the context of rising
populism, refugee crisis and Brexit in Europe, seen as emblematic of a growing
European fragmentation and re-nationalisation, the publications indicate a growing
assertiveness of China via-a-vis Brussels in its dealings with the region, as well as a
clearer normative drive behind the engagement. Following these developments,
China’s relationship with the region is undergoing ‘an epic shift’, based on the new
China’s ‘two-legged policy’ (liangtiaotui), which relies on increasing the bilateral
relations with particular states, rather than continuing to deal with the 16+1 region
through the framework of EU-China relations (Liu and Golik 2016: p. 118). In this
context, the EU is increasingly perceived as an unfriendly force: it is seen to be piling
‘hidden obstacles’ in a ‘Cold War’ fashion to regional cooperation with China, such as
control of public debt and financial deficit of the CEE member states, preventing China
from purchasing their debt bonds (Long 2016: p. 9). CEE once again is understood as a
post-colonial space, but now, the academics praise the growing assertiveness of the
countries such as Serbia or Poland towards Brussels. They note that these countries are
increasing their engagement with non-EU countries, such as China, as a consequence of
‘grabbing space for autonomy’ from the EU (Long 2016: p. 9; Liu 2016). While these
authors see European fragmentation as potentially detrimental to the BRI project in the
EU, because it can lead to increased protectionism of domestic markets (Liu and Chen
2017: p. 30), China can turn this situation to its advantage: the political fragmentation
and populist turmoil in Europe can create space for China to ‘transmit its core values’
(chuanbo Zhongguo kexinjiazhiguan), by ‘realising China’s way’ (tixian Zhongguo
daolu) and attracting countries by ‘showcasing the superiority of the Chinese system’
(Zhongguo zhidu youyuexing) as opposed to the ‘bad West’s’ (Xifang bu liang)
neoliberal values which in the era of populism have been turned ‘upside down’ (Liu
and Chen 2017: p. 35). The way to counter the ‘negative narratives on China’ coming
from the EU and US in the region is by creating think tanks and people-to-people
exchanges in order to divert the public opinion in CEE into a more ‘objective and just’
5 For more details, also see another analysis of Chinese think-tanks by Kaczmarski and Jakóbowski 2015.
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direction (keguan gongzhen de fangxiang) (Long 2016: p. 10): that of desecuritised
China image.
The above Chinese perspectives of the region tell us much not only about the
inconsistencies in the desecuritised portrayal of the BRI and the use of such image as
a soft power tool, but also about how China engages with and co-produces regional
dynamics for its own ends. While the official narratives desecuritise China’s BRI
presence in CEE by portraying it as Europe-friendly, and mainly centred on economic
and cultural exchanges, the academic publications reveal that China’s objectives behind
its engagement with the region are deeply strategic, if not normative, and in order to
meet these objectives China aims to increase its soft power in the region. This, as the
analysis has shown, is best achieved through desecuritisation narratives. In its deploy-
ment of these narratives, China learns from the context of the countries which are to
participate in the BRI, and adapts its strategies and language accordingly to that
context. Here, China employs the negative soft power strategy achieved through
counter-securitisation of Western Europe. This strategy invokes, what I call, a commu-
nity of ‘shared disenchantment’ (rather than ‘shared destiny’), which builds on decades-
long Third World alignment rhetoric of sharing in other countries postcolonial struggles
(Van Ness 1995: p. 195; Kowalski 2017). In this rhetoric China portrays itself as a
friend in a struggle against the common enemy encroaching on vulnerable countries’
sovereignty. The language emphasising economy (rather than politics), culture (rather
than norms), and sovereignty (rather than supranational commitments), alongside such
negative soft power counter-securitisation serves to desecuritise China and achieve a
successful soft power engagement.
Central-Eastern Europe: co-producing China’s desecuritisation
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The 16+1 platform was established shortly before the BRI was first announced in order
to assist with the implementation of the project in the CEE. This process started with
the establishment of various direct train links between China and the region and the
promise of Chinese investments in infrastructure projects. In comparison to the rest of
EU, in years 2010–15 the CEE countries were in receipt of only about 5.78% of
China’s Foreign Direct Investments to the EU (Pepe 2017: p. 5) and the regional
governments have hoped that the 16+1 platform would help to attract such investments,
redress the trade imbalance, and help the CEE companies enter the Chinese market.
However, these expectations have still not materialised (Matura 2019). Moreover,
instead of decreasing the ‘China threat’ perception in Western Europe, 16+1 became
a source of increasing insecurity about China’s intentions among the ‘core’ EU states.
Yet, despite such reluctance towards the project and the limited tangible outcomes of
the BRI investments in the region so far, the CEE governments have gladly embraced
and echoed the upbeat and desecuritised narrative of Chinese engagement in the region.
The question is therefore why these countries not only succumb to China’s
desecuritised portrayal of the BRI, but also actively co-produce it? To what degree is
this a result of the deliberate China’s soft power strategy in the region, as described in
the previous section, and to what extent a result of the CEE states' own agency?
The main discursive tool of promoting the BRI is encapsulated in the language of
desecuritisation as presented in the previous section. The CEE governments keenly
6 For examples and details see for instance Sebok 2016 and Kaczmarski et al. 2015.
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adopt this exact language. The 2018 National Endowment for Democracy report
reveals that high-profile politicians from Czech Republic (such as Milos Zeman and
Bohuslav Sobotka), Hungary (Peter Szijjarto and Victor Orban) and Slovakia (Ivan
Gasparovic and Robert Fico) have spoken overwhelmingly positively on China, and
that this attitude coincided with the inception of the BRI (Karásková et al. 2018). The
CEE politicians echo China’s narratives by focusing on economic growth (while
ignoring political consequences) that would come with investments and infrastructure
projects, present the BRI projects as important for the CEE states’ own modernisation,
and emphasise ‘cultural and scientific exchanges’ which account for the ‘humanism’ of
China-CEE relations (see Karásková et al. 2018; Kancelaria Prezydenta 2015; Radio
Televizija Srbije 2017). As such language becomes ‘a new common sense’, it justifies
the prioritisation of economy, cultural specificity and national sovereignty over com-
mon EU norms, such as those regarding human rights and democratic accountability.
By doing so, the governments are actively co-producing China’s soft power strategy of
desecuritisation, allowing new normative and ideational influences.
But this desecuritisation is only possible, because it is conflated with the govern-
ments’ own political aims. This is particularly visible in the case of the recent retreat
from the EU’s common approach to human rights in China. Some CEE governments,
particularly the V4 states, have either blocked statements criticising China in EU
meetings (Reuters 2017) or have on numerous occasions been vocal on the need to
withdraw from ‘criticising China over its human rights record’. In 2016 interview for
the Chinese CCTV station, Czech president Milos Zeman reflected on his country’s
past approach to human rights in China, which had been one of the most critical in the
EU (Fox and Godement 2009: p. 5), as a result of the former government’s submis-
siveness ‘to the pressure from the US and EU’, and therefore erroneous. He then
contrasted it with the transformed attitude of the new Czech administration: ‘Now we
are again an independent country, and we formulate a foreign policy which is based on
our own national interest [and] we do not interfere with the internal affairs of any other
country’ (Zeman quoted in CCTV 2016). Likewise, in the 2016 ‘China-CEE Political
Parties Dialogue’ speech, Hungary’s prime minister Victor Orban referred to China’s
engagement in the CEE as one of ‘mutual respect’ and ‘mutual learning’, which as he
emphasised was quite unlike the ‘Western way of thinking’, which ‘expects other
regions of the world to embrace its international doctrines’ because it thinks that it
‘represents a superior ideal and culture’. In contrast, ‘Hungarian people’ believe that
‘each house has its own customs, (…) each nation its own character, and that this is
embodied in specific and unique political systems’ and this is the spirit with which ‘we
look upon the Chinese political system’ (Orban 2016). Similarly, in 2016 during the
Parliamentary-established Day of Asia-Pacific, Polish foreign affairs vice-minister Jan
Parys rejected the right of the Western states to criticise human rights issues in China: a
declaration that was praised by the Chinese diplomats present at the meeting as an
example of ‘non-interference in the internal Chinese affairs’ (Parys quoted in Tok FM
2016). The changing attitudes towards the Dalai Lama visits to the region, with
countries withdrawing from meeting the Dalai Lama since the establishment of 16+1
platform6 are also an extension of this new attitude towards human rights. The above
cases highlight that while economic favours from China are certainly a motivation here,
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the countries are also keen to tie the desecuritised ‘non-interference’ approach to their
own political aims of boosting domestic popularity by employing the language of
nationalism and emancipation from Brussels.
This attitude is not reserved to the issues concerning EU’s common policy towards
human rights only; it also targets EU’s common trade policy. In 2016, Hungary
supported recognition of China as Market Economy, despite the EU’s decision not to
grant China that status. This was announced by the Hungarian trade minister Peter
Szijjarto in the following words:
We think that China must be provided with the “Market Economy” status. (…)
We understand European countries are eager to build economic and trade coop-
eration with China. (…) And this cooperation must be built on mutual respect and
mutual trust. (Szijjarto quoted in Wu 2016)
Here, Hungary speaks out against common EU policy by directly employing the
Chinese desecuritised language of the BRI promotion: that of ‘mutual respect’ and
‘mutual trust’.
The adoption of the language of desecuritisation can result in a normative influence
in the region, as it helps to replace the previously coveted values of liberal democracy
and human rights with China-promoted norms of state sovereignty, economic pragma-
tism and even authoritarianism, as it forces the countries to revaluate the past ideolog-
ical differences over the legacy of Communism and even to question their post-1989
choice of liberal democracy. Some governments claim that Chinese communism should
not be criticised because it is ‘of a different type’. In October 2016, during the
previously mentioned Parliamentary-established Day of Asia-Pacific, Polish vice-
minister of foreign affairs, Jan Parys, announced China as a formally ‘post-communist’
country. According to him, this is because ‘Chinese government has dealt with
Communism more decisively than [we did] in Poland. Some communist leaders [in
China] actually lost their lives’ (Parys, quoted in Tok FM 2016). In order to justify its
cosy relationship with the world’s foremost communist state to its domestic audience,
the Law and Justice government is quick to justify such announcements by turning its
criticism to the Western states: Jan Parys bashed Western countries for the feeling of
superiority of liberalism and free market economy, which Poland ‘does not wish to
partake in’ (Parys, quoted in Tok FM 2016). Hungarian prime minister goes even
further in its reappraisal of Chinese communism, questioning his country’s own choice
of liberal democracy. In the 2014 Victor Orban’s speech at the XXV. Bálványos Free
Summer University and Youth Camp in Hungary, he contrasted China’s development
model (alongside that of Russia and other authoritarian states), as an alternative choice
for Hungary:
Today, the stars of international analyses are Singapore, China, India, Turkey,
Russia. And I believe that our political community rightly anticipated this
challenge. (…) We are searching for (and we are doing our best to find ways
of parting with Western European dogmas, making ourselves independent from
them) the form of organizing a community, that is capable of making us com-
petitive in this great world-race. (…) In order to be able to do this (…), we needed
to courageously state (…) that a democracy is not necessarily liberal. Just because
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something is not liberal, it still can be a democracy. Moreover, it could be and
needed to be expressed, that probably societies founded upon the principle of the
liberal way to organize a state will not be able to sustain their world-
competitiveness in the following years, and more likely they will suffer a setback,
unless they will be able to substantially reform themselves (Orban 2014).
These words come from a man who in 1980s led Hungarian opposition in their fight
against the Communist regime. Clearly, as is the case with Poland, China is presented
as an alternative to the Western political model, and the appraisal of Chinese version of
communism is aimed at criticising the EU’s Western member-states, therefore it adopts
and relies on China’s ‘negative soft power’ strategy for the domestic political ends of
the regional governments.
The examples above illustrate that by adopting the China-promoted desecuritised
language of the BRI as a ‘new normal’, some CEE countries participate actively in
China’s soft power strategy in the region at expense of the common EU norms.
However, the key factor shaping such response is these governments’ relations with
Brussels and their attitudes to the EU, rather than an intrinsic attractiveness of Chinese
norms. The turn towards China in the region coincided with the change in the CEE
outlook towards the EU which emerged alongside the growing nationalist and populist
forces in the region. Indeed, prior to the right-wing populist takeover in 2015 and 2013
respectively, Poland and Czech Republic were listed among ‘assertive industrialist’
countries in the 16+1 group, that is countries sceptical of China’s investments (Fox and
Godement 2009), with largely negative image of China and working towards a joint EU
policy towards China (Song 2013). At the time, China did not succeed in spreading its
‘charm offensive’ and boosting its soft power strategies in the region, as the CEE
populations continued to see China as the Communist ‘Other’ who did not follow
liberal principles (Song 2013: p. 12). Yet, these countries governments’ position
changed dramatically with the ascent of populist politicians to power, who used their
anti-EU and pro-China sentiment in their nationalistic rhetoric, which boosted China’s
soft power strategy in the region in new ways.
The transformation of China image in the region shows that the soft power strategy
of desecuritisation is a co-produced process, as it can only effectively work when it falls
on a fertile ground. In the case of CEE-China relations, this fertile ground is their shared
anti-Brussel sentiments (or the ‘community of shared disenchantment’), which then
enables the adoption of desecuritisation not because desecuritisation is necessarily
convincing—as we have seen it is full of contradiction—but mostly because it helps
the local governments to assert themselves against Brussels. This is often achieved
through the deemphasising of security matters in relations with China, and these
countries’ acceptance of the Chinese vision of BRI as non-threatening and
depoliticised. China is seen as an ally in the growing anti-EU sentiments in the region
(as seen in the case of the V4 countries) or as an alternative source of investments
boosting the non-EU Balkan states’ negotiating position with regard to the EU acces-
sion. ‘China model’, in this context, is not a Chinese export which is intended to
subjugate and colonise, as some observers fear (Bryant and Chou 2016), but rather as
an effective way for the regional nationalist governments to rely on the example of
economic success of China to justify their own grab on power to their constituencies. In
Responding to the desecuritisation/resecuritisation dynamic
This article explored the role of the desecuritisation of the BRI as China’s soft power
strategy and the consequences of its deployment in the European periphery of CEE.
The desecuritisation narratives use linguistic tools of emphasising economics over
norms (i.e. ‘pragmatic cooperation’), culture over politics (i.e. ‘each nation has its
own characteristic’), and sovereignty over supranational commitments (i.e. ‘mutual
respect’ and ‘non-interference in domestic political affairs’) as the foundation of the
BRI. Moreover, China spreads its concept of the BRI in a negative sense, by contrasting
the lack of political conditionality of its economic investments abroad with the Wash-
ington (and Brussels) consensus model. The emphasis on economics, culture and
sovereignty combined with negative language builds its soft power strategy of
desecuritisation. By exploring the deployment, adoption and co-production of these
narratives in CEE, this article pointed out the political consequences of China’s soft
power engagement in the region. Such co-production of China’s soft power strategy of
desecuritisation is possible because of China’s careful engagement with regional
dynamics and historical legacies, but also the particular interests of recipient states.
In line with the words of Xi Jinping, who compared China’s BRI expansion to ‘peaches
and plums, [which] do not speak, but they are so attractive that a path is formed below
the trees’ (Xi 2017), through its promises of economic investments and continuous
promotion of its norms in the desecuritised language, China seeks to create a receptive
environment for its growing economic and political presence.
It is important to mention that while this article focused on the case of the CEE
region, there are similar tendencies of adopting China’s desecuritised language and
institutions all across peripheral Europe. For instance, the undersecretary of Economic
Development of the 2018-elected right-wing Italian government has been vocally
supportive of introducing some solutions of the ‘China model’ of governance in Italy,
such as similar public security governance solutions and ‘Chinese approach to migra-
tion management’ (Geraci 2018). Greece has been one of the most vocal defenders of
China in the EU; it refrained from signing a joint EU Human Right Declaration in
2017, the first such failure in the EU history. Therefore, the process is not necessarily
limited to the 16+1 platform, and should be viewed in a wider context of core-periphery
relations in Europe. It is necessary to remember that while China’s engagement might
spur sub-regional fragmentation, the divisions in Europe are exploited rather than
created by China.
The key theoretical finding of the research is that securitisation and desecuritisation
should not be seen as positive or negative phenomena respectively. Both serve political
purposes, and should be seen in that light, especially when they are portrayed as
apolitical. Indeed, both seem to be contingent on one another. If the desecuritisation
is so keenly adopted and co-produced solely for pragmatic reasons, how stable and
successful can it be in a long-term? The recent debate in CSS indicates that
desecuritisation is usually followed by resecuritisation (Floyd 2015: p. 137), or even
that desecuritisation can never really happen, because the production of national
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that sense, China becomes the tool in 16+1 domestic squabbles as much 16+1 is a tool
in China’s soft power policy.
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identity perpetually requires ‘insecurity and the designation of issues and actors as
threats to the state’ (Behnke 2006: p. 65). Bringing on desecuritisation through speech
acts, which are intended to render an issue in non-security terms, is futile: if
desecuritisation can be achieved at all, it is through non-speaking of the issue, that is,
allowing for its importance and presence to wither away (Behnke 2006: p. 65). Clearly,
Behnke’s discussion of the futility of desecuritisation resonates well with the case of
both Poland and Czech Republic, as they are quick to resecuritise China once the
overriding security concerns, such as the need for the US military protection against
‘closer threats’, such as Russia, are perceived.7 This propensity to resecuritise also
shows that the intended effects of desecuritisation are highly contingent on the stability
of the co-production process. Institution-building seems necessary to ‘fix’ the
desecuritisation; therefore, deepening of the current institution-building (such as 16+
1) might go a long way in creating a truly advantageous perception of China in the
region. Yet, in order to avoid the securitisation of such institutions, the EU as a whole
must be more actively engaged in the process.
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